after every shave

Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your face wake up and live! So good for your skin... so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze. Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident. Assured. Relaxed. You know you're at your best when you top off your shave with Old Spice. 100% Assured. Relaxed. You face every day -- Tyler Street, Boston.

---

Course X Claims New Techretary

Course Ten was represented for the first time in The Tech's contest as Miss Kathleen Germain was nominated by a petition signed by thirty MIT students. Secretary of Professors J. E. Vivian and R. C. Reid, Kathleen or Kitty as she prefers to be called, has worked here since September.

Kitty is 21, five feet four, a striking brunette with blonde hair and brown eyes. She comes from Roxbury, Massachusetts, and is a graduate of Emmanuel College. Prior to her MIT job, Kitty was secretary for an engineering firm — a Professor of Mechanical Engineering here at the Institute recommended that she apply for her present job.

Kathleen was tagged Kitty as a child by a relative and has been known as such by her acquaintances ever since. Of MIT men, Kitty said "Those I am closest connected with all have very pleasant personalities."

Kitty likes dancing, tennis, and music—especially hi-fi. She is a member of the Headfigure Ski Lodge in New Hampshire and ski "when I can." Kitty — nominate your secretary — petitions given great weight — brings a member of The Tech staff.
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